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OUR VISION 

“Empowering minds, shaping futures” 

 We are dedicated to fostering dynamic learning environment that 

cultivates creativity & critical thinking, We aspire to be the pioneers of 

educational excellence, inspiring students to discover their passions, embrace 

diversity, and become innovative leaders prepared to thrive in an ever-

evolving world.

OUR MISSION 

 “Our mission is to provide a transformative high-quality educational 

experience through Al Enabled hybrid learning to nurture intellectual minds, 

faster a love for learning and promote personal growth through our innovative 

teaching methods.”

COURSES
Classroom Programme Courses

üJEE (Main & Advanced)
üXI-XII (State/CBSE Board 

Prep)

JEE

üNEET
üXI-XII (State/CBSE Board 

Prep)

NEET

üMHT-CET
üXI-XII (State/CBSE Board 

Prep)

MHTCET

üXI-XII (State / CBSE 
Board Prep)

Boards

üVIII-X (Maths-Science 
with Olympiad & NTSE 
Prep)

Foundation

üNDA
üXI - XII( State / CBSE 

Board Prep)

NDA



OUR JOURNEY SO FAR 

Inception: - Scholartude was founded on 23rd March 2018. We started our 

journey as an online web learning platform catering to 10th to 12th class students 

by providing personalised content to students. The aim was to provide quality 

content to students preparing for entrance exams. The learning platform was 

launched with a handful of courses, focusing on core subjects and interactive  

learning tools. Initial user feedback was positive, highlighting the platform's user-

friendly interface and engaging content. 

Expansion Of Business: - The company established partnerships with a few 

educational  institutions with its B2B model to expand its reach across Vidharbha 

to cater maximum students at a  very affordable cost to students. 

Tough Times For Everyone: - Covid confined us to our homes where life took 

priority over  business. We increased our reach further to students providing free 

video lectures to all students at  no additional cost to ease the financial burden on 

parents. The goodwill we received during this time  served as a motivation to keep 

us going. 

Back With A Bang: – Post covid, we transitioned to develop a complete learning 

solution for kg  to 12th class students by introducing ai assisted learning for all 

users. the learning application provided recorded video lectures in multiple 

languages, 25 lakhs+ question bank, unlimited custom  test and previous year 

question papers, 24 by 7 doubt solving feature, a virtual laboratory and an  online 

library with books for all entrance exam preparation. 

The Next Big Step – Offline Coaching Classes – The academic session of 

2024-25 will  mark the launch of the offline coaching classes where the best of 

the online and offline learning worlds will combine to deliver a larger-than-life 

learning experience to students. On to bigger challenges going forward. 

OUR FACULTY LIST (ONLINE)
NAME OF FACULTY EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION EXPERIENCE 

Dr. Ramesh Sursure 

Dr. Raju Dutta 

Nilesh Shorte 

Mrs. Rukshar Farha 

Washimduddin Kazi

Yogesh Ninawe

Dr. Mohan Giriya

Dr.Girish Ghormode

Tribhuwan Shamkuwar 

L.G Rathod 

Nikita Keshwani

PHD 

PHD In Organic Chemistry 

MSc Med

MSc Organic Chemistry

MSc Med

MSc Mtech

 MSc, PHD, PGDCS

 B.E. MTech, PHD

MSc (Maths) 

MSc Med 

 BSc, MSc(Biotechnology) 

21 years+

10 years+ 

15 years+

9 years+ 

21 years+

18 years+

23 years+

13 years+

23 years+ 

31 years+

6 years+ 



SCHOLARTUDE WAY OF LEARNING 

ŸQuality and comprehensive study 
material 

Ÿ Based on latest examination pattern 
and current syllabus

ŸQuestion bank with 25 Lakhs+ 
question bank for practice

AI Enabled Learning 
Support

Doubt Resolution 
Mechanism 

Rigorous Testing 
System



SCHOLARTUDE STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

“ŸScholartude made learning feel like a breeze! The interactive lessons 

and quizzes kept me engaged. I used to struggle with Maths, but their 

step-by-step explanations really helped me grasp the concepts." 

PURVA MASKE 

“As a visual learner, the videos on Scholartude were a game-changer. 

They made  complex subjects like biology come alive! The flexibility 

to learn at my own pace  made studying less stressful." 

SANSKRUTI MANKAR 

“I am a big fan of Scholartude’s personalized learning. The adaptive 

practice  questions challenged me just enough to keep me motivated. 

The progress tracking  helped me stay on top of my studies." 

ANUSHRI ZILPE 

“Scholartude's mobile app was a lifesaver during my hectic schedule. I 

could  squeeze in study sessions during my commute. The bite-sized 

lessons were perfect  for my on-the-go learning." 

RIDDHIMA PALIWAL 

Scholartude turned studying into a fun adventure! The 24 by 7 

Doubt solving  feature helps me to clear my doubts in a real time 

basis. 

Vedant Renge



SCHOLARTUDE PARENTS TESTIMONIALS

“Scholartude has been a game-changer for our family. It's incredible to 

see my  child excited about learning. The platform's engaging content 

and progress reports  have given us a clear view of their academic 

growth." 

SUMAN KALMEGH 

"The convenience Scholartude brings to our lives is amazing. Being able to access  

educational materials and track my child's performance from anywhere has  

simplified our family's busy schedule. My child's increased interest in subjects they  

once found challenging speaks volumes about the class's effectiveness." 

JITENDRA JAIN 

"I appreciate how Scholartude encourages a love for learning in my 

child. The  interactive lessons and diverse content have sparked 

curiosity beyond the  classroom. It's truly a valuable educational tool." 

RAJESH KALE

 

"Scholartude has transformed the way my child approaches learning. The  

interactive lessons and engaging activities have made education fun. As a 

parent,  I'm thrilled to see their newfound enthusiasm for knowledge." 

ARCHANA RENGE 

Enrolling my child in Scholartude classes was the best decision. The 

personalized  attention and focused approach helped them grasp complex 

concepts. Their  confidence has soared, and their grades reflect the 

progress. 

MEGHA SAPKAL



ADMISSION KIT 
Backpack, Books, 

Merchandise, Uniform

DIGITAL ACCESS 
AI Based Learning, Adaptive Practice 

All India Test Series, 24X7 Doubts Solving 

Transport Facility (Optional) Laptop (Optional)

COLLEGE TIE-UP STATE / CBSE SMART CLASSROOMS

SCHOLARTUDE OFFERINGS 

* Hostel Facility Available (Optional)



Scholartude

NAGPUR CENTRES 
BRANCH OFFICE 

Satyam Buildcom, 2nd Floor, Opposite Big Bazaar, Dhantoli, Nagpur-440012 

MANEWADA CENTRE
Plot no.8, Near Shatabdi Square, Joginagar, Ring Road, Mouza-Babulkheda, Nagpur-440027 

RAMNAGAR CENTRE 
Indu Yash Complex, 2nd Floor,Cement Road, Ramnagar, Dharampeth, Nagpur-440010 

MANKAPUR CENTRE
Mankapur Chowk, Ring Road, Lumbini Nagar, New Mankapur, Nagpur-440030

SCHOLARTUDE WEBEDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED 
CIN : U80903MH2018PTC307075  I GST NO: 27ABACS0605B1Z1 

Website: www.scholartude.com

Contact: 8767440903/ 8999942312 

FOLLOW US ON : - FB/TWITTER/ INSTAGRAM/YOU TUBE/ LINKEDIN
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